Stop the evil mandate of vaccines containing aborted baby
cells for children attending Catholic Schools
To: Bishop Peter Jugis, JCD
Very Rev. Roger K. Arnsparger
Very Rev. Timothy Reid
Tragically the Catholic Diocese of Charlotte has been mandating vaccines for all
children before being admitted into any Catholic school. These vaccines include the
Rubella and Chicken Pox vaccine which are made with aborted baby cells. These
aborted baby cell lines have been produced from the murder of babies even babies
born alive so the organs can be intact for the pharmaceutical companies. The evidence
and documentation on this is very clear.
The baby cell lines do not last "forever" and therefore new aborted baby cell lines are
produced to replace the old ones. When a parent vaccinates their child with these
vaccines they are paying the pharmaceutical companies and therefore perpetuates the
production of more babies being killed for cell lines for vaccines. Even the first baby
murdered for these vaccines is an intrinsic evil. The Catholic Church has always taught
abortion is an intrinsic evil. The recent release on Dec.14, 2020 from the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops on the Pfizer and Moderna Covid-19 vaccines is a
tragedy. Both Pfizer and Moderna used the aborted baby cells in the testing of their
vaccines. The USCCB and any approval from the Vatican on this is not upholding the
teachings of Holy Mother Church!
Stop this evil mandate and stand with God now! How many children have been killed
because of these vaccines? How many of the children that have tried to go to Catholic
schools and suffered the spiritual denial and Catholic education because of the
mandate to use these vaccines? How many children have had the evil vaccinations
which can affect their physical health too? Example: the evidence of Autism and other
medical problems from the aborted baby vaccines because you are injecting another
person’s cells into their bodies?
Please make a public act of regret and sorrow for mandating this for years and let
everyone know you are going to stand for God and His Unborn Children!

